General Southeast Asia

B: Philosophy/Psychology/Religion

BJ: Ethics


BL-BX: Religion


“Islam in South and Southeast Asia” / Bruce Vaughn in Focus on Islamic issues / Cofie D. Malbouisson, editor. Olin Library BP161.3 .F63 2007

C: Auxiliary Sciences of History


“Fluidity and Fixing In the Making of Southeast Asia” / Shaharil Talib and Gareth A Richards in in Occidentalism and orientalism: reflections of the East and the perceptions


D: History


“Constructing' National and Cultural Identities in (Southeast) Asia” / Joel S. Kahn in Questions of nationalism and cultural identities in the present day Asia. Kroch Library Asia DS12 .Q47 2007

“Postnationalisation and New Identities in (Southeast) Asia” / Joel S Kahn in Questions of nationalism and cultural identities in the present day Asia. Kroch Library Asia DS12 .Q47 2007

“Asean and the new regional multilateralism: the long and bumpy road to community” / Sheldon W. Simon in International relations of Asia / edited by David Shambaugh and Michael Yahuda. Kroch Asia Library DS35.2 .I56 2008


“Austronesian Diaspora and Its Impact in Island Southeast Asia and Oceania” / Daud Aris Tanudirjo in Austronesian in Sulawesi / editor, Truman Simanjuntak. Kroch Library Asia DS646.47 .A95 2008


E-F: History of the Americas


G: Geography/Anthropology/Recreation

G-GB: Geography


GT: Manners and Customs

H: Social Sciences

HC: Economic History and Conditions


“AASEAN's Role in Asian Economic Integration” / K. Kesavapany in Asia’s new regionalism and global role: agenda for the East Asia Summit / editors, Nagesh Kumar, K. Kesavapany and Yao Chaocheng. Kroch Asia Library HC412 .A783296 2008

“Welfare Gains from Regional Economic Integration in Asia: ASEAN+3 or EAS” / S.K. Mohanty and Sanjib Pohit in Asia’s new regionalism and global role: agenda for the East Asia Summit / editors, Nagesh Kumar, K. Kesavapany and Yao Chaocheng. Kroch Asia Library HC412 .A783296 2008

“Southeast Asia’s new institutional architecture for cooperation in trade and finance” / Helen E.S. Nesadurai in Asia’s new institutional architecture: evolving structures for managing trade, financial, and security relations / Vinod K. Aggarwal, Min Gyo Koo, editors. Kroch Asia Library HC412 .A85 2008

“Southeast Asia’s new security institutions” / Ralf Emmers in Asia’s new institutional architecture: evolving structures for managing trade, financial, and security relations / Vinod K. Aggarwal, Min Gyo Koo, editors. Kroch Asia Library HC412 .A85 2008


“Rehabilitation of mangroves in south-east Asia” / Ryuichi Tabuchi in Small-scale livelihoods and natural resource management in marginal areas of Monsoon Asia / edited by K.G. Saxena ... [et al.]. Kroch Library Asia HC412.5 .S62 2006


HD: Industries/Land Use/Labor


“Changing Land Use in the Golden Triangle: Where the Rubber Meets the Road” / Maite Guardiola-Claramonte, Jefferson M Fox, Thomas W Giambelluca and Peter A Troch in Sustainability science for watershed landscapes / edited by James A. Roumasset,
Kimberly M. Burnett and Arsenio M. Balisacan. Kroch Asia Library HD1690.5 .I58 2007


“Demographic Change and International Labour Mobility in Southeast Asia – Issues, Policies and Implications for Cooperation” / Chia Siow Yue in Labour mobility in the Asia-Pacific region: dynamics, issues and a new APEC agenda: a survey and analyses of governance challenges on labour migration for APEC economies / editors, Graeme Hugo and Soogil Young. Kroch Library Asia HD5717.5.A78 L336 2008

“Commercial Rice Cultivation and the Regional Economy of Southeast Asia, 1850-1950” / Paul H. Kratoska in Food and globalization: consumption, markets and politics in the modern world / edited by Alexander Nützenadel and Frank Trentmann. Mann Library HD9000.5 .F584 2008


HE: Transportation and Communications


“Relations between Marseille and East and Southeast Asia” / Laurent Metzger in Port cities in Asia and Europe / edited by Arndt Graf and Chua Beng Huat. Kroch Asia Library HE559.A75 P67 2009

HF: Commerce


“Challenges and Opportunities from an Enlarged ASEAN” / Tran Van Hoa in Regional trade agreements in Asia / edited by Tran Van Hoa, Charles Harvie. Kroch Library Asia HF1418.7 .R439 2008

“India’s Poor and Gains from Trade with ASEAN” / Shovan Ray in Regional trade agreements in Asia / edited by Tran Van Hoa, Charles Harvie. Kroch Library Asia HF1418.7 .R439 2008


“ASEAN perspective on promoting regional and global freer trade” / Chia Siow Yue and Hadi Soesastro in An APEC trade agenda?: the political economy of a free trade area of the Asia-Pacific / edited by Charles E. Morrison and Eduardo Pedrosa. Kroch Asia Library 

“Comparing Bilateral and Multilateral ASEAN10+4 Free Trade Agreements: Possible Impacts on Member and Non-member Countries” / Michel Fouquin in East Asia’s economic integration: progress and benefit / edited by Daisuke Hiratsuka and Fukunari Kimura. Kroch Library Asia


HG: Finance


HM: Sociology

“Horizontal Inequalities and Separatism in Southeast Asia: A Comparative Perspective” / Graham K. Brown in Horizontal inequalities and conflict: understanding group violence in multiethnic societies / edited by Frances Stewart; foreword by Kofi Annan. Olin Library

HN: Social History/Social Problems/Social Reform


HQ: Family/Marriage/Women

“Thailand and the Mekong subregion” Chapter 6 in Sex trafficking: inside the business of modern slavery / Siddharth Kara. Olin Library


“The Livability of Mega-Urban Regions in Southeast Asia – Bangkok, Ho Chi Minh City, Jakarta and Manila Compared” / Mike Douglass, Trung Quang Le, Cameron Kawika Lowry, Hao Thien Nguyen, Anh Nguyen Pham, Nghí Dong Thai and Hernani Yulina Wat Taesrikul in Mega-urban regions in Pacific Asia: urban dynamics in a global era / edited by Gavin W. Jones & Mike Douglass. Kroch Asia Library HT334.A8 M44 2008


J: Political Science


“Political engineering and party regulation in Southeast Asia” / Allen Hicken in Political parties in conflict-prone societies: regulation, engineering and democratic development / edited by Benjamin Reilly and Per Nordlund. Olin Library JF60.P6425 2008


“Contrasting cases: explaining interventions by SADC and ASEAN” / Anna van der Vleuten in Closing or widening the gap?: legitimacy and democracy in regional integration organizations / edited by Andrea Ribeiro Hoffmann, Anna van der Vleuten. Olin Library JZ4850 .C56 2007


“The transformation of ASEAN as a third-party mediator in intraregional disputes of Southeast Asia” / Kwei-Bo Huang in Conflict management, security and intervention in East Asia: third-party mediation in regional conflict / edited by Jacob Bercovitch, Kwei-Bo Huang, and Chung-Chian Teng. Kroch Library Asia JZ6045.C648 2008

K: Law

“Traditional cultural expressions and their significance for development in a digital environment: examples from Australia and Southeast Asia” / Christoph Antons in Intellectual property and traditional cultural expressions in a digital environment / edited by Christoph Beat Graber and Mira Burri-Nenova. Law Library K1401.I5544x 2008

“Traditional cultural expressions and their significance for development in a digital environment: examples from Australia and Southeast Asia” / Christoph Antons in Intellectual property and traditional cultural expression / edited by Daphne Zografos. Law Library K1401.Z64 2010
“Rules of origin in services: A case study of five ASEAN countries” / Carsten Fink and Deunden Nikomboriak in GATS and the regulation of international trade in services / edited by Marion Panizzon, Nicole Pohl, Pierre Sauvé. Law Library K3973 .G38x 2008


L: Education


N: Fine Arts


P: Language and Literature

P: Philology/Linguistics


PE: English Language

“Prolegomena to a Literary History of English in Southeast Asia” / Rajeev S. Patke in Writing Asia, the literatures in Englishes / Edwin Thumboo, editor; Rex Ian Sayson, assistant editor. Kroch Library Asia PE1068.A7 W75 2007

PN: Literature (General)

R: Medicine


“Trade in Health Services in the ASEAN Context” / Cha-Aim Pachanee and Suwit Wibulpolprasert in Trade and health: seeking common ground / edited by Chantal Blouin, Jody Heymann, and Nick Drager. Mann Library RA410.5 .T73 2007

S: Agriculture


T: Technology


U: Military Science


“Emancipation and force: the role(s) of the military in Southeast Asia” / Alex J. Bellamy and Bryn Hughes in Critical security in the Asia-Pacific / edited by Anthony Burke and Matt McDonald. Kroch Asia Library UA830 .C75 2007

“China and ASEAN in Non-Traditional Security Cooperation” / Cai Penghong in Regional security in East Asia: challenges to cooperation and community building / Aileen S.P. Baviera, editor. Kroch Library Asia UA832.5 .R44 2008


V: Naval Science


---

**Brunei**

D: History


L: Education


P: Language/Literature

P: Philology/Linguistics

Burma

B: Philosophy/Psychology/Religion

BL-BX: Religion


D: History


G: Geography/Anthropology/Recreation

GN: Anthropology


H: Social Sciences


HC: Economic History and Conditions


HD: Industries/Land Use/Labor


HF: Commerce


HM: Sociology


HQ: Family/Marriage/Women

“Burmese Migrant Sex Workers in Ruili, Yunnan” / Pu Hongyan in Cross-border sexuality in the Greater Mekong Sub-Region: executive summary. Kroch Asia Library HQ241.A5 C76 2006 Summary


HT: Communities/Classes/Races


HV: Social Pathology/Social and Public Welfare/Criminology


J: Political Science


“Ethnicity and federal prospect in Myanmar” / Alan Smith in Federalism in Asia / edited by Baogang He, Brian Galligan, Takeshi Inoguchi. Kroch Asia Library JQ36 .F43 2007


P: Language/Literature

P: Philology/Linguistics


R: Medicine

“Gender and Sexual Health Rights: Burma” / Voravit Suwanvanichkij, Heather Kuiper, Alice Khin, Terrence Smith, and Cynthia Maung in Public health & human rights:


U: Military Science


Cambodia

B: Philosophy/Psychology/Religion

BL-BX: Religion

“Religious practices and political life in Cambodia today” / Sok Keang in Relations between religions and cultures in southeast Asia / edited by Donny Gahral Adian, Gadis Arivia. Kroch Library Asia BL65.C8 R39 2008


C: Auxiliary Sciences of History


D: History


“The political economy of development” / Hach Sok in Political transition & economic development in East Asia: East Asian Development Network (EADN) research project / [Jia Duqiang ... et al.]. Kroch Library Asia DS518.1 .P61 2007

E-F: History of the Americas


G: Geography/Anthropology/Recreation

G-GB: Geography


GV: Recreation/Leisure


H: Social Sciences

HC: Economic History and Conditions


“Farmer field school, farmer life school and farmers club for enriching knowledge and empowering farmers: a case study from Cambodia” / Yunita T. Winarto in Small-scale
livelihoods and natural resource management in marginal areas of Monsoon Asia / edited by K.G. Saxena ... [et al.].  Kroch Library Asia HC412.5 .S62 2006


HD: Industries/Land Use/Labor


HF: Commerce


HM: Sociology


HQ: Family/Marriage/Women


HV: Social Pathology/Social and Public Welfare/Criminology


**J: Political Science**


“Cambodia: organizational dysfunction, partial learning and mixed success” Chapter 5 in *UN peacekeeping in civil wars* / Lise Morjé Howard. Olin Library JZ4984.5 .H69 2008


K: Law

“Cambodia’s extraordinary chamber: is it the most effective and appropriate means of addressing the crimes of the Khmer Rouge?” / Alex Bates in The criminal law of genocide: international, comparative and contextual aspects / edited by Ralph Henham and Paul Behrens. Law Library K5302 .C75 2007


L: Education


N: Fine Arts

“Angkor revisited: the state of statuary” / Ashley Thompson in What’s the use of art?: Asian visual and material culture in context / Jan Mrázek and Morgan Pitelka, editors. Kroch Asia Library NK1037 .W43 2008

“Dundubhi (Torapi) in Ramayana narrative of Cambodia and Thailand” / Vittorio Roveda in Ramayana in focus: visual and performing arts of Asia / edited by Gauri Parimoo Krishnan. Kroch Library Asia NX680.3.R35 R36 2010 ++

P: Language and Literature

P: Philology/Linguistics


PS: American Literature


R: Medicine


S: Agriculture


Z: Bibliography/Library Science/Information Resources

East Timor

B: Philosophy/Psychology/Religion

BL-BX: Religion

“Islam in Timor Leste” / Arief Abdullah Sagram in Understanding peace and conflict transformation in Asia: religious perspective and approaches / edited by Cecelia Aguilar Ortiz ... [et al.]. Kroch Library Asia BL65.P4 U53 2005

D: History


“East Timor: From a New-Born Nation-State to an Adult Southeast Asian Actor” / Elsa Ferreira Whitehead in Transformations: a region in the making / Vicente C. Reyes, Jr., Tamara Renee Shie, Marcelino N. Lizaso, Jr. Kroch Asia Library DS524.4.R49 2004

H: Social Sciences


HM: Sociology


HV: Social Pathology/Social and Public Welfare/Criminology


J: Political Science


“East Timor: the UN as state” Chapter 8 in UN peacekeeping in civil wars / Lise Morjé Howard. Olin Library JZ4984.5 .H69 2008


K: Law


L: Education


R: Medicine


U: Military Science


Indonesia

B: Philosophy/Psychology/Religion

BF: Psychology


BJ: Ethics


BL-BX: Religion

“Reading Rumi within the Indonesian context” / Mulyadhi Kartanegara in Relations between religions and cultures in southeast Asia / edited by Donny Gahral Adian, Gadis Arivia. Kroch Library Asia BL65.C8 R39 2008


“Women and Islamic culture in Indonesia” / Siti Musdah Mulia in Relations between religions and cultures in southeast Asia / edited by Donny Gahral Adian, Gadis Arivia. Kroch Library Asia BL65.C8 R39 2008

“Blending Dakwa and Politics: The Case of PKS (Justice-Prosperous Party)” / Syafiq Hasyim in The rise of religion-based political movements: a threat or a chance for peace, security, and development among the nations?: some issues and cases from Asia, Middle East, and Arab world with comparative views from Europe and Africa / editor, Darwis Khudori. Kroch Library Asia BL65.P7 A75 2008

“Portrait of Religion-Based Organizations and Violence in Indonesia in the Era of Reform” / Siti Musdah Mulia in The rise of religion-based political movements: a threat or a chance for peace, security, and development among the nations?: some issues and cases from Asia, Middle East, and Arab world with comparative views from Europe and Africa / editor, Darwis Khudori. Kroch Library Asia BL65.P7 A75 2008

“The Rise and Development of Radical Salafi Movements in Post-Soeharto Indonesia” / Syafi’i Anwar in The rise of religion-based political movements: a threat or a chance for peace, security, and development among the nations?: some issues and cases from Asia, Middle East, and Arab world with comparative views from Europe and Africa / editor, Darwis Khudori. Kroch Library Asia BL65.P7 A75 2008


“Reconstructing ‘Muslimness’: new bodies in urban Indonesia” / Sonja van Wichelen in Geographies of Muslim identities: diaspora, gender and belonging / edited by Cara Aitchison, Peter Hopkins and Mei-Po Kwan. Olin Library BP52.5 .G46 2007


C: Auxiliary Sciences of History

“Middle Class Interests and Labour Relations in India and Indonesia with some notes on East-West Parallels” / Mario Rutten in The easternization of the west: Europe meets Asia / edited by Nordin Hussin. Kroch Library Asia CB251 .E19 2006
“Insular models of technical change: Sumatra, Nias and Siberut (Indonesia)” / Dominique Guillaud, Hubert Forestier and Harry Truman Simanjunta in Comparative island archaeologies / edited by James Conolly, Matthew Campbell. Olin CC77.I84 C66 2008+


D: History


“Globalization of Indonesian Muslim discourse: contemporary religio-intellectual connections between Indonesian and the Middle East” / Azyumardi Azra in World Islam: critical concepts in Islamic studies / edited by Andrew Rippin [vol. 2]. Olin Library DS35.63.W57 2008


“Multilayered Postcolonial Historical Space: Indonesia, the Netherlands, Japan and East Timor” / GOTO Ken’ichi in A new East Asia: toward a regional community / edited by Kazuko Mori and Kenichiro Hirano. Kroch Asia Library DS518.1 .N49 2007


E-F: History of the Americas


“The Impact of ‘How They See Us’: Seven Mini-Case Studies” Chapter 4 in To see ourselves as others see us: how publics abroad view the United States after 9/11 / Ole R. Holsti. Olin Library E895 .H65 2008

G: Geography/Anthropology/Recreation

G-GB: Geography


GC: Oceanography


GF: Human Ecology


GN: Anthropology

“Indonesia Sakit: Indonesian Disorders and the Subjective Experience and Interpretive Politics of Contemporary Indonesian Artists” / Mary-Jo DelVecchio Good and Byron J. Good in Postcolonial disorders / edited by Mary-Jo DelVecchio Good ... [et al.]. Olin Library GN296 .P67 2008


“Chances and challenges of bicultural socialization – Interviews with young women from German-Indonesian families” / H. Wenzler-Cremer in Ongoing themes in psychology and culture: selected papers from the Sixteenth International Congress of the International Association for Cross-Cultural Psychology / edited by Bernadette N. Setiadi ... [et al.]. Kroch Asia Library GN502 .I56 2002

“Characteristics of Indonesian intercultural sensitivity in multicultural and international work groups” / H. Panggabean in Ongoing themes in psychology and culture: selected papers from the Sixteenth International Congress of the International Association for Cross-Cultural Psychology / edited by Bernadette N. Setiadi ... [et al.]. Kroch Asia Library GN502 .I56 2002

“Development of the revised NEO personality inventory for Indonesia: A preliminary study” / M.S. Halim, J.J.L. Derksen, & C.P.F. van der Staak in Ongoing themes in psychology and culture: selected papers from the Sixteenth International Congress of the
“Factors influencing the success of small-scale enterpreneurs in Indonesia” / B. Prihatin Dwi Riyanti in Ongoing themes in psychology and culture: selected papers from the Sixteenth International Congress of the International Association for Cross-Cultural Psychology / edited by Bernadette N. Setiadi ... [et al.]. Kroch Asia Library GN502 .I56 2002

“Notions of critical thinking in Javanese, Batak Toba and Minangkabau culture” / J.S. Chandra in Ongoing themes in psychology and culture: selected papers from the Sixteenth International Congress of the International Association for Cross-Cultural Psychology / edited by Bernadette N. Setiadi ... [et al.]. Kroch Asia Library GN502 .I56 2002


H: Social Sciences

HB: Economic Theory/Demography


HC: Economic History and Conditions


“Seeking the High Road to Jepara: Challenges for Economic and social Upgrading in Indonesian Wood Furniture Clusters” / Anne Caroline Posthuma in Upgrading clusters
and small enterprises in developing countries: environmental, labor, innovation and social issues / edited by Jose Antonio Puppim de Oliveira. Mann Library HC59.72.D5 U64 2008

“Examining the social impact of the Indonesian financial crisis using a macro-micro model” / Anne-Sophie Robilliard, François Bourguignon, and Sherman Robinson in The impact of macroeconomic policies on poverty and income distribution: macro-micro evaluation techniques and tools / François Bourguignon, Maurizio Bussolo, Luiz A. Pereira da Silva, editors. Olin Library HC60 .I4147 2008


“Options for enhancement of livelihoods in marginal upland areas of Java” / Junko Goto in Small-scale livelihoods and natural resource management in marginal areas of Monsoon Asia / edited by K.G. Saxena ... [et al.]. Kroch Library Asia HC412.5 .S62 2006

“Port competitiveness: a case study of Semarang and Surabaya, Indonesia” / Arianto A. Patunru, Nanda Nurridzki and Rivayani in Infrastructure’s role in lowering Asia’s trade


“Economic geography of Indonesia: location, connectivity, and resources” / Hall Hill, Budy P. Resosudarmo, and Yogi Vidyattama in Reshaping economic geography in East Asia / edited by Yukon Huang and Alessandro Magnoli Bocchi. Kroch Library Asia HC460.5.Z9 D574 2009 + Electronic Version

“Spatial agglomeration, firm productivity, and government policies in Indonesia: concentration and deconcentration in the manufacturing sector” / Ari Kuncoro in Reshaping economic geography in East Asia / edited by Yukon Huang and Alessandro Magnoli Bocchi. Kroch Library Asia HC460.5.Z9 D574 2009 + Electronic Version

“Spatial considerations on decentralization and economies of concentration in Indonesia” / Francisco Javier Arze del Granado in Reshaping economic geography in East Asia / edited by Yukon Huang and Alessandro Magnoli Bocchi. Kroch Library Asia HC460.5.Z9 D574 2009 + Electronic Version


HD: Industries/Land Use/Labor


“Greening the Supply Chain and Beyond: The Case of Asia Pacific Resources Holdings International (APRIL)” / Chrysanti Hasibuan-Sedyono Huong in Corporate social responsibility in the global supply chain: an APEC casebook / APEC, Human Resources Development Working Group, Capacity Building Network. Kroch Library Asia HD60.5.A78 C67 2007 +

“Unanticipated consequences of the Tsunami Response” / Annie Maxwell in The role of the environment in poverty alleviation / Paolo Galizzi, editor ; Alena Herklotz, associate editor. Mann Library HD75.6 .R644 2008

“Indonesia” / George Fane and Peter Warr in Distortions to agricultural incentives in Asia / edited by Kym Anderson and Will Martin. Kroch Library Asia HD2056.Z8 D57 2009

“Poverty Alleviation Programmes through Agriculture in Indonesia” / Tahlim Sudaryanto and Reni Kustiari in Towards a joint regional agenda for the alleviation of poverty through agriculture and secondary crop development: Bangkok, 21-22 November 2007: proceedings of the regional meeting / edited by J.W. Taco Bottema ... [et al.]. Kroch Library Asia HD2056.Z8 R44 2007


“Indonesia’s social protection during and after the crisis” / Sudarno Sumarto, Asep Suryahadi and Sami Bazzi in Social protection for the poor and poorest: concepts, policies and politics / edited by Armando Barrientos and David Hulme. Mann Library HD7091.S547 2008


“An Anatomy of Sugarlandia: Local Dutch Communities and the Colonial Sugar Industry in Mid-Nineteenth-Century Java” / Arthur van Schaik and G. Roger Knight in


HE: Transportation and Communications


“Three harbour cities: an exploration of the ports of IJmuiden (The Netherlands), Banjul (The Gambia) and Jakarta (Indonesia)” / Peter J.M. Nas, Timoer Reijnders and Eline Steenhuisen in Port cities in Asia and Europe / edited by Arndt Graf and Chua Beng Huat. Kroch Asia Library HE559.A75 P67 2009

HF: Commerce
“Indonesia as a poorly performing state?” / Andrew MacIntyre in Short of the goal: U.S. policy and poorly performing states / Nancy Birdsall, Milan Vaishnav, Robert L. Ayres, editors. Olin Library HF1455 .S545 2006


HG: Finance


HJ: Public Finance


HM: Sociology


“On the Value of the Beast or the Limit of Money: Notes on the Meaning of Marriage Prestations among the Ngadha, Central Flores (Indonesia)” / Olaf H. Smedal in


HN: Social History/Social Problems/Social Reform


HQ: Family/Marriage/Women

“‘If there is no feeling—’: the dilemma between silence and coming out in a working-class butch/femme community in Jakarta” / Saskia E. Wieringa in Love and globalization: transformations of intimacy in the contemporary world / Mark B. Padilla ... [et al.]. Olin Library HQ16 .L68 2007

“The geographies and identities of street girls in Indonesia” / Harriot Beazley in Designing modern childhoods: history, space, and the material culture of children / edited by Marta Gutman, Ning de Coninck-Smith. Mann Library HQ767.87 .D47 2008
“Youth migration and change in Indonesia” / Aswatini Raharto and Mita Noveria in Youth in transition: the challenges of generational change in Asia / edited by Faye Gale, Stephanie Fahey. Kroch Asia Library HQ799.A75 A21 2003


HT: Communities/Classes/Races


“Transient Civic Spaces in Jakarta Demopolis” / Merlyna Lim in Globalization, the city and civil society in Pacific Asia: the social production of civic spaces / edited by Mike Douglass, K.C. Ho and Giok Ling Ooi. Kroch Asia Library HT147.S64 G56 2008


HV: Social Pathology/Social and Public Welfare/Criminology


J: Political Science


“Violences environnementales jeux de pouvoir et d’interets autour des espaces forestiers


“Indonesia’s post-revolutionary aversion to federalism” / Anthony Reid in Federalism in Asia / edited by Baogang He, Brian Galligan, Takeshi Inoguchi. Kroch Asia Library JQ36 .F43 2007


“Irregular Migration and the Incompetent State” / Riwanto Tirtosudarmo in Workshop proceeding: now you see them, now you don’t: defining irregular migrants in Europe and Asia and the immigration measures applied to them, 7-9th January 2008 / organised by Institute for Migration and Ethnic Studies (IMES), University of Amsterdam, et al.  Kroch Library Asia JV8490 .W67 2008 +


K: Law


“Striving to conform with media laws in Indonesia” / Che Mazlan Ahmad in Media laws and ethics in selected Muslim countries / editor, Mohd. Yusof Hussain. Kroch Library Asia K4240 .M445 2009

“The concept of superior responsibility under international law as applied in Indonesia” / Hikmahanto Juwana in Enemy combatants, terrorism, and armed conflict law: a guide to the issues / edited by David K. Linnan. Law Library KF9430 .E54x 2008


L: Education


“Freire and popular education in Indonesia: Indonesian Society for Social Transformation (INSIST) and the Indonesian volunteers for social transformation (involvement) program” / Muhammad Agus Nuryatno in Global perspectives on adult education / edited by Ali A. Abdi and Dip Kapoor. Mann Library LC5215.G57 2009

M: Music


N: Fine Arts


“An ancestral keris, Balinese kingship, and a modern presidency” / Lene Pedersen in What’s the use of art?: Asian visual and material culture in context / Jan Mrázek and Morgan Pitelka, editors. Kroch Asia Library NK1037.W43 2008

“In the realm of the indigo queen: dyeing, exchange magic, and the elusive tourist dollar on Sumba” / Janet Hoskins in What’s the use of art?: Asian visual and material culture in context / Jan Mrázek and Morgan Pitelka, editors. Kroch Asia Library NK1037.W43 2008

“Raw ingredients and deposit boxes in Balinese sanctuaries: a congruence of obsessions” / Kaja M. McGowan in What’s the use of art?: Asian visual and material culture in context / Jan Mrázek and Morgan Pitelka, editors. Kroch Asia Library NK1037.W43 2008


P: Language and Literature
“Did he break your heart or your liver? A contrastive study on metaphorical concepts from the source domain ORGAN in English and Indonesian” / Poppy Siahaan in Culture, body, and language: conceptualizations of internal body organs across cultures and languages / edited by Farzad Sharifian ... [et al.]. Olin Library P35.C83 2008


“Mass media in Indonesia” / Che Mahzan Ahmad in Mass media in selected Muslim countries / edited by Mohd. Yusof Hussain. 2nd ed. Kroch Library Asia P92.177 M38 2008

“Media and Politics in Regional Indonesia: The Case of Manado” / David T. Hill in Political regimes and the media in Asia / edited by Krishna Sen and Terence Lee. Kroch Library Asia P95.82.A785 P65 2008


“Indonesia, alternative media enjoying a fresh breeze” / Shita Laksmi and Ignatius Haryanto in Media pluralism in Asia: the role & impact of alternative media / edited by Kalinga Seneviratne. Kroch Asia Library P96.A442 A78 2007x


Q: Science

“Climate change policy-making in Indonesia” / Chrisandini in Climate change in Asia: perspectives on the future climate regime / edited by Yasuko Kameyama ... [et al.]. Kroch Library Asia QC990.A1 C535 2008

R: Medicine


S: Agriculture


T: Technology

U: Military Science


Laos

B: Philosophy/Psychology/Religion

BL-BX: Religion


D: History


E-F: History of the Americas


G: Geography/Anthropology/Recreation

G-GB: Geography

“‘My mother’s best friend’s sister-in-law is coming with us’: domestic and international travels with a group of Lao tourists” / Charles Carroll in Asia on tour: exploring the rise


GE: Environmental Sciences


GN: Anthropology


H: Social Sciences

HB: Economic Theory/Demography


HC: Economic History and Conditions


“Land-sharing and other property relations of the Hmong in Laos” / Lilao Bouapao in Institutional dynamics and stasis: how crises alter the way common pool resources are
perceived, used and governed / Louis Lebel, Xu Jianchu, Antonio P. Contreras. Kroch Library Asia HC412.5.L44 2006

“Local response to government land allocation program: the role of NTFPs in marginal mountainous areas in Lao PDR” / Shinya Takeda in Small-scale livelihoods and natural resource management in marginal areas of Monsoon Asia / edited by K.G. Saxena ... [et al.]. Kroch Library Asia HC412.5.S62 2006

“Upland agriculture and forestry research for improving livelihoods in Lao PDR” / Bouahom Bounthong, John Raintree and Linkhan Douangsavanh in Small-scale livelihoods and natural resource management in marginal areas of Monsoon Asia / edited by K.G. Saxena ... [et al.]. Kroch Library Asia HC412.5.S62 2006


“Rural clustering at incipient stages of economic development: hand-weaving clusters in Lao PDR” / Akihiko Ohno in Reshaping economic geography in East Asia / edited by Yukon Huang and Alessandro Magnoli Bocchi. Kroch Library Asia HC460.5.Z9 D574 2009 + Electronic Version

HF: Commerce

“Industrialization through Vertical Production Networks: Can Laos Participate?” / Daisuke Hiratsuka, Souknilanh Keola and Motoyoshi Suzuki in East Asia’s economic

J: Political Science


L: Education


P: Language/Literature

P: Philology/Linguistics

“Styles and Stereotypes: Laotian American Girl’s Linguistic Negotiation of Identity” Mary Bucholtz in Beyond yellow English: toward a linguistic anthropology of Asian Pacific America / edited by Angela Reyes, Adrienne Lo. Kroch Library Asia P40.45.U5 B49 2009


R: Medicine


S: Agriculture

“Institutionalizing or Decentralizing the Commons?: Laos” / Yayoi Fujita in The politics of decentralization: natural resource management in Asia / edited by Chusak Wittayapak and Peter Vandergeest. Kroch Library Asia S934.S64 P65 2010

---

**Malaysia**

B: Philosophy/Psychology/Religion

B: Philosophy


“The Name and the Named: On the Extent of Hamzah Fansuri’s Renown in the Malay Indonesian World (Notes and Materials) / Vladimir Braginsky in Knowledge, language, thought, and the civilization of Islam: essays in honor of Syed Muhammad Naquib al-


BL-BX: Religion

“Pan-Malaysian Islamic Party (PMIP): An Impertinent and Fundamentalist Religion-Based Political Movement in Malaysia” / Ibrahim Abu Bakar in The rise of religion-based political movements: a threat or a chance for peace, security, and development among the nations?: some issues and cases from Asia, Middle East, and Arab world with comparative views from Europe and Africa / editor, Darwis Khudori. Kroch Library Asia BL65.P7 A75 2008

“Social and Political Movements Based on Religion in Malaysia: a General Overview” / Ariffin Omar in The rise of religion-based political movements: a threat or a chance for peace, security, and development among the nations?: some issues and cases from Asia, Middle East, and Arab world with comparative views from Europe and Africa / editor, Darwis Khudori. Kroch Library Asia BL65.P7 A75 2008


C: Auxiliary Sciences of History


D: History


“Political transition, the Malay-UMNO compact and the new governance agenda” / Helen E.S. Nesadurai in Political transition & economic development in East Asia: East Asian Development Network (EADN) research project / [Jia Duqiang ... et al.]. Kroch Library Asia DS518.1 .P61 2007


“Malaysian University Students Discuss Race and Ethnicity” / Carmen Nge Siew Mun in Ethnic relations and nation building: the way forward / edited by Maya Khemlani David ... [et al.]. Kroch Library Asia DS595 .I58 2008


“Politeness and Ethnic Sensitivities in the Malaysian Parliament” / Ngeow Yeok Meng, Kuang Ching Hei and Maya Khemlani David in Ethnic relations and nation building: the way forward / edited by Maya Khemlani David ... [et al.]. Kroch Library Asia DS595 .I58 2008


G: Geography/Anthropology/Recreation

G-GB: Geography


GF: Human Ecology


GN: Anthropology


“Muslim Polygamy in Malaysia” Chapter 4 in Polygamy: a cross-cultural analysis / Miriam Koktvedgaard Zeitzen. Olin Library GN480.35 .Z45 2008


GR: Folklore


GV: Recreation/Leisure


H: Social Sciences

HB: Economic Theory/Demography


HC: Economic History and Conditions


“Oil Palm Expansion in Sarawak: Lessons Learned by a Latecomer?” / Niels

**HD: Industries/Land Use/Labor**


**HE: Transportation and Communications**
“‘The future lies in the past’: re-inventing the former port city of George Town, Penang” / Morshidi Sirat in Port cities in Asia and Europe / edited by Arndt Graf and Chua Beng Huat. Kroch Asia Library HE559.A75 P67 2009


HF: Commerce

“A New Alternative to Air Travel in Malaysia: Low-cost Carriers and Their Impacts on Mobility and Full-Service Airline” / Abd Rahim Md Nor and Nor Ghani Md Nor in Globalising worlds and new economic configurations / edited by Christine Tamásy and Mike Taylor. Olin Library HF1025 .G62 2008


HG: Finance


HM: Sociology


HN: Social History/Social Problems/Social Reform


HQ: Family/Marriage/Women

“Politics and Islam: factors determining identity and the status of male-to-female transsexuals in Malaysia” / Yik Koon Teh in AsiaPacifiQueer: rethinking genders and sexualities / edited by Fran Martin ... [et al.]. Kroch Library Asia HQ76.3.A78 A86 2008

“Malaysian youth: From government policies to grassroots aspirations” / Rashila Ramli in Youth in transition: the challenges of generational change in Asia / edited by Faye Gale, Stephanie Fahey. Kroch Asia Library HQ799.A75 A21 2003

“Negotiating Women’s Rights in a Translocal Space: Women’s Organisations and Networking in Malaysia” / Anna Spiegal in Negotiating development in Muslim societies: gendered spaces and translocal connections / edited by Gudrun Lachenmann and Petra Dannecker. Olin Library HQ1236.5.I74 N44 2008


“Healing Bodies of Thought: The State of Gender in the Sathya Sai Baba Movement in Malaysia” / Alexandra Kent in Gender politics in Asia: women manoeuvring within dominant gender orders / edited by Wil Burghoorn ... [et al.]. Kroch Library Asia HQ1726 .G46 2008

HT: Communities/Classes/Races


“Finding the identity of place through local landscapes: Mooban and Kampong” / Sani Limthongsakul in Cross-cultural urban design: global or local practice? / edited by Catherin Bull ... [et al.]. Fine Arts Library HT166 .C764 2007

HV: Social Pathology/Social and Public Welfare/Criminology


J: Political Science


“Struggling with (il)legality: the indeterminate functioning of Malaysia’s borders for asylum seekers, refugees, and stateless persons” / Alice M. Nah in Borderscapes: hidden geographies and politics at territory’s edge / Prem Kumar Rajaram and Carl Grundy-Warr, editors. Olin Library JV6033 .B59 2007


“‘I am different only in name’ Migration, marginalization and counter-strategies in an Indonesian immigrant community in Malaysia.” / Dr. Patrick Pillai in Workshop proceeding: now you see them, now you don’t: defining irregular migrants in Europe and Asia and the immigration measures applied to them, 7-9th January 2008 / organised by Institute for Migration and Ethnic Studies (IMES), University of Amsterdam, et al. Kroch Library Asia JV8490 .W67 2008 +

“Producing irregularity, constructing illegality, deporting migrants: The case of Malaysia.” / Blanca Garces-Mascarenas in Workshop proceeding: now you see them, now you don’t: defining irregular migrants in Europe and Asia and the immigration measures applied to them, 7-9th January 2008 / organised by Institute for Migration and Ethnic Studies (IMES), University of Amsterdam, et al. Kroch Library Asia JV8490 .W67 2008 +


K: Law


L: Education


N: Fine Arts


P: Language and Literature

P: Philology/Linguistics

“Contrastive semantics and cultural psychology: English heart vs. Malay hati” / Cliff Goddard in Culture, body, and language: conceptualizations of internal body organs across cultures and languages / edited by Farzad Sharifian ... [et al.]. Olin Library P35 .C83 2008


“Malaysia, alternative media…only on the internet” / Kalinga Seneviratne in Media pluralism in Asia: the role & impact of alternative media / edited by Kalinga Seneviratne. Kroch Asia Library P96.A442 A78 2007x


PE: English Language

“Cartographies of Dis-location: K. S. Maniam and the Indian Diaspora” / Vijay Devadas in Writing Asia, the literatures in Englishes / Edwin Thumboo, editor; Rex Ian Sayson, assistant editor. Kroch Library Asia PE1068.A7 W75 2007

“A ‘Center’ at the Margin: An Account of Malaysian Literature in English from (the) In/Out/Side” / Mohammad Abdul Quayum in Writing Asia, the literatures in Englishes / Edwin Thumboo, editor; Rex Ian Sayson, assistant editor. Kroch Library Asia PE1068.A7 W75 2007
“The 1969 Crisis as Turning Point: The Search for a Malaysian Literary Identity” / Ghulam-Sarwar Yousof in Writing Asia, the literatures in Englishes / Edwin Thumboo, editor; Rex Ian Sayson, assistant editor. Kroch Library Asia PE1068.A7 W75 2007

“Translating Cultures: Between Hope and Despair” / Nor Faridah Bt. Abdul Manaf in Writing Asia, the literatures in Englishes / Edwin Thumboo, editor; Rex Ian Sayson, assistant editor. Kroch Library Asia PE1068.A7 W75 2007

PN: Literature (General)


R: Medicine


“Risk Perception and Coping Responses in a SARS Outbreak in Malaysia” / Chan Chee Khoon in Population dynamics and infectious diseases in Asia / editors, Adrian C. Sleigh ... [et al.]. Kroch Asia Library RA643.7.A78 P67 2006

S: Agriculture


Philippines

B: Philosophy/Psychology/Religion
BF: Psychology


BL-BX: Religion


“Roman Catholicism and Filipino culture” / Rolando M. Gripaldo in Relations between religions and cultures in southeast Asia / edited by Donny Gahral Adian, Gadis Arivia. Kroch Library Asia BL65.C8 R39 2008

“Towards solidarity for peace between Filipino Christians and Muslims” / Manuel B. Dy, Jr. in Relations between religions and cultures in southeast Asia / edited by Donny Gahral Adian, Gadis Arivia. Kroch Library Asia BL65.C8 R39 2008

“The Rise of the MILF as an Islam-Based Political Movement in the Philippines” / Shamsuddin L. Taya in The rise of religion-based political movements: a threat or a chance for peace, security, and development among the nations?: some issues and cases from Asia, Middle East, and Arab world with comparative views from Europe and Africa / editor, Darwis Khudori. Kroch Library Asia BL65.P7 A75 2008

“To God is to God. For Caesar is for Caesar! Institutionalized Party-List Based Religious Movements in the Philippines” / Esmeralda Sanchez and Albert Banico in The rise of religion-based political movements: a threat or a chance for peace, security, and development among the nations?: some issues and cases from Asia, Middle East, and Arab world with comparative views from Europe and Africa / editor, Darwis Khudori. Kroch Library Asia BL65.P7 A75 2008


C: Auxiliary Sciences of History


D: History


G: Geography/Anthropology/Recreation

G-GB: Geography


GF: Human Ecology


GN: Anthropology


GV: Recreation/Leisure


H: Social Sciences

HB: Economic Theory/Demography


HC: Economic History and Conditions


“Public Policies to Support Migrant Workers in the Pakistan and the Philippines” / Farooq Azam in Assets, livelihoods, and social policy / Caroline Moser and Anis A. Dani, editors. Mann Library HC59.72.S3 A87 2008

“Distributional effects of trade reform: an integrated macro-micro model applied to the Philippines” / François Bourguignon and Luc Savard in The impact of macroeconomic policies on poverty and income distribution: macro-micro evaluation techniques and tools / François Bourguignon, Maurizio Bussolo, Luiz A. Pereira da Silva, editors. Olin Library HC60 .I4147 2008
“Politics of tenure reform in the Philippine forest land” / Juan M. Pulhin and Josefina T. Dizon in Institutional dynamics and stasis: how crises alter the way common pool resources are perceived, used and governed / Louis Lebel, Xu Jianchu, Antonio P. Contreras. Kroch Library Asia HC412.5 .L44 2006


HD: Industries/Land Use/Labor


“Transnationalism and Political Participation among Filipinos in Canada” / Philip F. Kelly in Organizing the transnational: labour, politics, and social change / edited by Luin Goldring and Sailaja Krishnamurti. ILR Library HD8108.5.A2 O73 2007
“Globalization and Industrial Relations in the Philippines” / Maragtas V. Amante in The multi-dimensions of industrial relations in the Asian knowledge-based economies / edited by Sununta Siengthai ... [et al.]. Kroch Library Asia HD8653.5_M85 2010


HF: Commerce


HJ: Public Finance

“Dealing with Contingent Liabilities: The Philippines” / Gilberto Llanto in Fiscal policy and management in East Asia / edited by Takatoshi Ito and Andrew K. Rose. Kroch Asia Library HJ1390.5_N34 2005
HM: Sociology


“Mediating Filipino Culture” / Ted Coronel in Re-centering culture and knowledge in conflict resolution practice / edited by Mary Adams Trujillo ... [et al.]. Olin Library HM716 .R43 2008


“Polling in Developing Democracies- The Case of the Philippines” / Mercedes Abad and Ophelia Ramirez in Public opinion polling in a globalized world / Marita Carballo, Ulf Hjelmar, editors. Olin Library HM1236 .P834 2008


HN: Social History/Social Problems/Social Reform


HQ: Family/Marriage/Women
“Romancing the club: love dynamics between Filipina entertainers and GIs in U.S. military camp towns in South Korea” / Sealing Cheng in Love and globalization: transformations of intimacy in the contemporary world / Mark B. Padilla ... [et al.]. Olin Library HQ16 .L68 2007

“Bading na Bading: evolving identities in Philippine cinema” / Ronald Baytan in AsiaPacifiQueer: rethinking genders and sexualities / edited by Fran Martin ... [et al.]. Kroch Library Asia HQ76.3.A78 A86 2008

“Villa, Montano, Perez: postcoloniality and gay liberation in the Philippines” / J. Neil C. Garcia in AsiaPacifiQueer: rethinking genders and sexualities / edited by Fran Martin ... [et al.]. Kroch Library Asia HQ76.3.A78 A86 2008


“Environmental Effects of U.S. Military Security: Gendered Experiences from the Philippines, South Korea, and Japan” / Gwyn Kirk in Gender and globalization in Asia


HT: Communities/Classes/Races


HV: Social Pathology/Social and Public Welfare/Criminology


“The role of the Philippine Government Procurement Policy Board in the fight against corruption” / Ruby Alvarez in Fighting bribery in public procurement in Asia and the

J: Political Science


“Governance in the Philippine Third Sector: Highlights from the country study” / Ma Oliva Z. Domingo in Comparative third sector governance in Asia: structure, process, and political economy / Samiul Hasan, Jenny Onyx, editors. Kroch Asia Library JZ4841.C65 2008


K: Law


L: Education


N: Fine Arts

P: Language and Literature

P: Philology/Linguistics

“‘Talk about Luck’: Coherence, Contingency, Character, and Class in the Life Stories of Filipino Canadians in Toronto” / Bonnie McElhinny, Valerie Damasco, Shirley Yeung, Angela F. De Ocampo, Monina Febria, Christianne Collantes, and Jason Salonga in Beyond yellow English: toward a linguistic anthropology of Asian Pacific America / edited by Angela Reyes, Adrienne Lo. Kroch Library Asia P40.45.U5 B49 2009

“Philippines, free environment encourage diversity” / Ma. Theresa M. Rivera in Media pluralism in Asia: the role & impact of alternative media / edited by Kalinga Seneviratne. Kroch Asia Library P96.A442 A78 2007x


PE: English Language

“The Asian Other in Carlos Bulosan’s America Is in the Heart” / Sheila Wong Kong Luong in Writing Asia, the literatures in Englishes / Edwin Thumboo, editor; Rex Ian Sayson, assistant editor. Kroch Library Asia PE1068.A7 W75 2007

“Filip-in-izing the English Language in the Play The Romance of Magno Rubio” / Ruth Pe Palileo in Writing Asia, the literatures in Englishes / Edwin Thumboo, editor; Rex Ian Sayson, assistant editor. Kroch Library Asia PE1068.A7 W75 2007
“Filipino English – The Literature As We Think It” / Francisco Sionil Jose in Writing Asia, the literatures in Englishes / Edwin Thumboo, editor; Rex Ian Sayson, assistant editor. Kroch Library Asia PE1068.A7 W75 2007

“Genre Fiction, Pinay Style” / Cristina Pantoja Hidalgo in Writing Asia, the literatures in Englishes / Edwin Thumboo, editor; Rex Ian Sayson, assistant editor. Kroch Library Asia PE1068.A7 W75 2007

“My Neighbor, My Other: Constructing Identities in One’s Neighborhood” / Lily Rose Tope in Writing Asia, the literatures in Englishes / Edwin Thumboo, editor; Rex Ian Sayson, assistant editor. Kroch Library Asia PE1068.A7 W75 2007


R: Medicine

“Achieving Coherence between Trade and Health Policies: Selected Examples from Pakistan, the Philippines, Uganda, and Peru” / Elisabeth Tuerk and Mina Mashayekhi in Trade and health: seeking common ground / edited by Chantal Blouin, Jody Heymann, and Nick Drager. Mann Library RA410.5 .T73 2007

“Filipinos are Very Strongly into Medical Stuff: Labour Market Segmentation in Toronto, Canada” / Philip Kelly and Sylvia D'Addorio in The international migration of health workers / edited by John Connell. Mann Library RA410.6 .I578 2008


S: Agriculture


T: Technology


U: Military History


Z: Bibliography/Library Science/Information Resources


---

Singapore

B: Philosophy/Psychology/Religion

BL-BX: Religion


D: History


G: Geography/Anthropology/Recreation

G-GB: Geography


“Establishing Singapore as the events and entertainment capital of Asia: strategic brand diversification” / M. Foley, G. McPherson and D. McGillivray in International perspectives of festivals and events: paradigms of analysis / edited by Jane Ali-Knight ... [et al.]. Hotel Library G156.5.H47 1584 2008

GT: Manners and Customs

GV: Recreation/Leisure


H: Social Sciences

HB: Economic Theory/Demography


HC: Economic History and Conditions


“The Iskandar Development Region and Singapore” / Manu Bhaskaran in Reshaping economic geography in East Asia / edited by Yukon Huang and Alessandro Magnoli Bocchi. Kroch Library Asia HC460.5.Z9 D574 2009 + Electronic Version
HD: Industries/Land Use/Labor


HE: Transportation and Communications


HF: Commerce

“A Case Study of Singapore’s Bilateral and Cross-Regional Free Trade Agreements” / L. Low in Cross regional trade agreements: understanding permeated regionalism in East Asia / Saori N. Katada, Mireya Solís, editors. Kroch Library Asia HF1600.5 .C76 2008


HG: Finance


HM: Sociology


HN: Social History/Social Problems/Social Reform


HQ: Family/Marriage/Women

“’No Fire in the Belly’: Women’s Political Role in Singapore” / Phyllis Ghim-Lian Chew in Gender politics in Asia: women manoeuvring within dominant gender orders / edited by Wil Burghoorn ... [et al.]. Kroch Library Asia HQ1726 .G46 2008

HT: Communities/Classes/Races


J: Political Science


K: Law


“Non-Court Annexed Mediation in Singapore” / Loong Seng Onn in Mediation & arbitration in Asia Pacific: conference proceedings / edited by Syed Khalid Rashid and Syed Ahmad Idid. Kroch Library Asia KNC500 .A83 2009 +

“Clashing conceptions of the victim’s role in Singapore’s criminal process” / Michael Hor in Support for victims of crime in Asia / edited by Wing-Cheong Chan. Law Library KNC627 .S87x 2008


L: Education


“Education in a one party ‘democracy’: Singapore” / Steve McKenna and Julia Richardson in The rich world and the impoverishment of education: diminishing democracy, equity and workers’ rights / edited by Dave Hill. Mann LC65 .R53 2009


N: Fine Arts


P: Language and Literature

P: Philology/Linguistics


PE: English Language


“The Critic-Poet Edwin Thumboo and His Refiguring of ‘Post Colonial Creativity’: Beyond Official (Local and Global) Interpellations in the Forging of the Uncreated Conscience” / Thiru Kandiah in *Writing Asia, the literatures in Englishes* / Edwin Thumboo, editor; Rex Ian Sayson, assistant editor. Kroch Library Asia PE1068.A7 W75 2007

“Hub, Spoke or Rim: Singapore Literature in the Asia-Pacific” / Philip Jeyaretnam in *Writing Asia, the literatures in Englishes* / Edwin Thumboo, editor; Rex Ian Sayson, assistant editor. Kroch Library Asia PE1068.A7 W75 2007


“A Linguist Reading Poet Reading” / Jonathan James Webster in *Writing Asia, the literatures in Englishes* / Edwin Thumboo, editor; Rex Ian Sayson, assistant editor. Kroch Library Asia PE1068.A7 W75 2007

“Native Voices: Comparing the Singapore Poetry of Edwin Thumboo with the Poetry of Native American Indians” / Carlotta Abrams in *Writing Asia, the literatures in Englishes* / Edwin Thumboo, editor; Rex Ian Sayson, assistant editor. Kroch Library Asia PE1068.A7 W75 2007

“Of Bibiks, Baba Black Sheep, and Victorian Walrus Moustaches: Minority History and Self-Irony in Singaporean Fiction” / Tamara Silvia Wagner in *Writing Asia, the


“Two Renaissances: Singapore’s New Poetry and its Discontents” / Gwee Li Sui in Writing Asia, the literatures in Englishes / Edwin Thumboo, editor; Rex Ian Sayson, assistant editor. Kroch Library Asia PE1068.A7 W75 2007


PN: Literature (General)


Q: Science


R: Medicine


“Epidemiology of Emerging Infectious Diseases in Singapore, with Special Reference to SARS” / Kee Tai Goh and Suok Kai Chew in Population dynamics and infectious diseases in Asia / editors, Adrian C. Sleigh ... [et al.]. Kroch Asia Library RA643.7.A78 P67 2006


T: Technology


U: Military History


V: Naval Science

Z: Bibliography/Library Science


Thailand

B: Philosophy/Psychology/Religion

B: Philosophy


BL-BX: Religion

“Christianity and Thai culture” / Warayuth Sriwarakuel in Relations between religions and cultures in southeast Asia / edited by Donny Gahral Adian, Gadis Arivia. Kroch Library Asia BL65.C8 R39 2008


“Buddhism and Political Development in Thailand” / Thaweesak Putsukee in The rise of religion-based political movements: a threat or a chance for peace, security, and development among the nations?: some issues and cases from Asia, Middle East, and Arab world with comparative views from Europe and Africa / editor, Darwis Khudori. Kroch Library Asia BL65.P7 A75 2008


“Kuan To: The Vegetarian Festival in a Peripheral Southern Thai Shrine” / Erik Cohen in Religious commodifications in Asia: marketing gods / edited by Pattana Kitiarsa. Kroch Asia Library BL1033 .R44 2008


C: Auxiliary Sciences of History


D: History


“Political transition, economic development, changing political arena and democratic contestation” / Chalidaporn Songsamphan in Political transition & economic development in East Asia: East Asian Development Network (EADN) research project / [Jia Duqiang ... et al.]. Kroch Library Asia DS518.1 .P61 2007

“Transformations of Malay Muslims in South Thailand into the Thai Nation” / Choo Teik Choon in Transformations: a region in the making / Vicente C. Reyes, Jr., Tamara Renee Shie, Marcelino N. Lizaso, Jr. Kroch Asia Library DS524.4 .R49 2004


E-F: History of the Americas


G: Geography/Anthropology/Recreation

G-GB: Geography


GC: Oceanography

“Thailand: Local Communities and Relief Efforts” / Prangtip Daorueng in Media’s challenge: Asian tsunami and beyond / edited by Kalinga Seneviratne. Kroch Asia Library GC222.I45 M43 2006


GF: Human Ecology


GN: Anthropology

“Use of Traditional Herbal Remedies by Thai Immigrant Women in Sweden” / Pranee C. Lundberg in Traveling cultures and plants: the ethnobiology and ethnopharmacy of migrations / edited by Andrea Pieroni and Ina Vandebroek. Mann Library GN476.7 .T73 2007

H: Social Sciences

HB: Economic Theory/Demography

“Thailand” / Piriya Pholphirul and Pakorn Vichyanond in Macroeconomic volatility, institutions and financial architectures: the developing world experience / edited by José María Fanelli. Olin Library HB172.5 .M3334 2008


“The entrepreneurial role of border traders in Laos and Thailand” / Edward Rubesch in Entrepreneurship in emerging regions around the world: theory, evidence and

HC: Economic History and Conditions


“Genuine progress in Thailand: a systems-analysis approach” / Matthew Clarke and Judith Shaw in Sustainable welfare in the Asia-Pacific: studies using the genuine progress...
“Water tenure in highland watersheds of northern Thailand: managing legal pluralism and stakeholder complexity.” / Andreas Neef, Liane Chamsai and Chapika Sangkapitux in *Institutional dynamics and stasis: how crises alter the way common pool resources are perceived, used and governed* / Louis Lebel, Xu Jianchu, Antonio P. Contreras. Kroch Library Asia HC412.5 .L44 2006

“Agrodiversity: lessons from the highlands of northern Thailand” / Kanok Rerkasem and Benjavan Rerkasem in *Small-scale livelihoods and natural resource management in marginal areas of Monsoon Asia* / edited by K.G. Saxena ... [et al.]. Kroch Library Asia HC412.5 .S62 2006

“Dynamics of rainfed lowland rice varieties in north-east Thailand” / Shuichi Miyagawa in *Small-scale livelihoods and natural resource management in marginal areas of Monsoon Asia* / edited by K.G. Saxena ... [et al.]. Kroch Library Asia HC412.5 .S62 2006

“Experiences from supervising a farmer network for sustainable agricultural development in central Thailand” / Prateep Verapattananirund in *Small-scale livelihoods and natural resource management in marginal areas of Monsoon Asia* / edited by K.G. Saxena ... [et al.]. Kroch Library Asia HC412.5 .S62 2006

“Potential and constraints for intensive land use with pond irrigation in north-east Thailand” / Masuo Ando in *Small-scale livelihoods and natural resource management in marginal areas of Monsoon Asia* / edited by K.G. Saxena ... [et al.]. Kroch Library Asia HC412.5 .S62 2006


“Spatial disparities in Thailand: does government policy aggravate or alleviate the problem?” / Nitianant Wisaweisuan in *Reshaping economic geography in East Asia* / edited by Yukon Huang and Alessandro Magnoli Bocchi. Kroch Library Asia HC460.5.Z9 D574 2009 + Electronic Version

HD: Industries/Land Use/Labor


“Thailand” / Peter Warr and Archanun Kohpaiboon in Distortions to agricultural incentives in Asia / edited by Kym Anderson and Will Martin. Kroch Library Asia HD2056.Z8 D57 2009


“Globalization and Industrial Relations in Thailand” / Sununta Siengthai in The multi-dimensions of industrial relations in the Asian knowledge-based economies / edited by Sununta Siengthai ... [et al.]. Kroch Library Asia HD8653.5.M85 2010


HF: Commerce


“Aspects of an Enlarged ASEAN: a Perspective from Thailand” / Apichai Puntasen, Wichada Lewnanonchai and Thanawan Rattanawarinchais in Regional trade agreements


HG: Finance


HM: Sociology


“Borders of/on the mind, borders in the jungle: Islamic insurgency and ethno-religious irredentism in southern Thailand” / David Camroux and Don Pathan in Promoting


HN: Social History/Social Problems/Social Reform


HQ: Family/Marriage/Women

“The romance of the queer: the sexual and gender norms of Tom and Dee in Thailand” / Megan Sinnott in AsiaPacifiQueer: rethinking genders and sexualities / edited by Fran Martin ... [et al.]. Kroch Library Asia HQ76.3.A78 A86 2008


“Monitoring the convention on the rights of the child in Thailand” / Amara Pongsapich in Youth in transition: the challenges of generational change in Asia / edited by Faye Gale, Stephanie Fahey. Kroch Asia Library HQ799.A75 A21 2003

“Variations on liberal feminism: USA, Australia, Canada, Japan, Thailand, and South Korea” Chapter 2 in Sex, love and feminism in the Asia Pacific: a cross-cultural study of young people’s attitudes / Chilla Bulbeck. Kroch Asia Library HQ799.A75 B85 2009


HT: Communities/Classes/Races


“Bangkok’s Sanam Luang (The Royal Ground): From a Historic Plaza to a Civic Space” / Pornparn Boonchuen in Globalization, the city and civil society in Pacific Asia: the social production of civic spaces / edited by Mike Douglass, K.C. Ho and Giok Ling Ooi. Kroch Asia Library HT147.S64 G56 2008

“Eco-planning for development in northern Thailand” / Thada Sutthitham in Cross-cultural urban design: global or local practice? / edited by Catherin Bull ... [et al.]. Fine Arts Library HT166.C764 2007


“Finding the identity of place through local landscapes: Mooban and Kampong” / Sani Limthongsakul in Cross-cultural urban design: global or local practice? / edited by Catherin Bull ... [et al.]. Fine Arts Library HT166.C764 2007


“The urban edge: Bangkok soi as mediators of the global and local” / Koen De Wandeler in Cross-cultural urban design: global or local practice? / edited by Catherin Bull ... [et al.]. Fine Arts Library HT166.C764 2007


“Work and/or play?” / Piyalada D. Thaveeprungsriporn in Cross-cultural urban design: global or local practice? / edited by Catherin Bull ... [et al.]. Fine Arts Library HT166.C764 2007

“De facto urban regeneration: a case study of Chiang Mai City, Thailand” / Niramon Kulrsrisombat in Sustainable city regions: space, place and governance / [edited by] T.


HV: Social Pathology/Social and Public Welfare/Criminology


J: Political Science


K: Law


L: Education


N: Fine Arts

“Dundubhi (Torapi) in Ramayana narrative of Cambodia and Thailand” / Vittorio Roveda in Ramayana in focus: visual and performing arts of Asia / edited by Gauri Parimoo Krishnan. Kroch Library Asia NX680.3.R35 R36 2010 ++


P: Language and Literature

P: Philology/Linguistics


“Thai Media and the Thaksin Ork pai (Get out!) Movement” / Glen Lewis in Political regimes and the media in Asia / edited by Krishna Sen and Terence Lee. Kroch Library Asia P95.82.A785 P65 2008

“Thailand, community radio takes off, but…” / Lucksana Klaikao ; assisted by Thianchai Isaradej and Glen Lewis in Media pluralism in Asia: the role & impact of alternative media / edited by Kalinga Seneviratne. Kroch Asia Library P96.A442 A78 2007xk

PE: English Language


Q: Science


R: Medicine


“Characterization and Source Identification of Trace Metals in Airborne Particulates of Bangkok, Thailand” / Thitima Rungratanaubon, Supat Wangwongwatana, and


S: Agriculture


T: Technology


U: Military Science


Vietnam

B: Philosophy/Psychology/Religion

BF: Psychology


BL-BX: Religion


“The Vietnamese tradition of reconciling cultures and religions: the prospects” / Li Thi Lan in Relations between religions and cultures in southeast Asia / edited by Donny Gahral Adian, Gadis Arivia. Kroch Library Asia BL65.C8 R39 2008


C: Auxiliary Sciences of History


D: History


“‘Treacherous factions:’ shifting frontier alliances in the breakdown of Sino-Vietnamese relations on the eve of the 1075 border war” / James A. Anderson in Battlefronts real and imagined: war, border, and identity in the Chinese middle period / edited by Don J. Wyatt. Kroch Asia Library DS747.43 .B38 2008

**E-F: History of the Americas**


**G: Geography/Anthropology/Recreation**

**G-GB: Geography**


“Simple But Happy vs Backward and Miserable: Representations of Vietnam’s Mountain Minorities in Vietnamese Newspapers” / Dana Kim and A. Terry Rambo in Mekong


GN: Anthropology


GT: Manners and Customs


H: Social Sciences

HB: Economic Theory/Demography


HC: Economic History and Conditions


“Access to natural resources for some: a tale of aquaculture in Nam Dinh, Vietnam” / John Kleinen in Institutional dynamics and stasis: how crises alter the way common pool resources are perceived, used and governed / Louis Lebel, Xu Jianchu, Antonio P. Contreras. Kroch Library Asia HC412.5_L44 2006
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